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INTRODUCTION
Lewis Civil Engineering Ltd have been established for over 30 years, the origins of the
company commenced in 1984, initially specialising in deep sewer and water main pipelines.
This expanded into the construction of associated water, waste water treatment and general
utility infrastructure works. We operate as main contractor or strategic supplier to our clients
with all the necessary skills to deliver on long term framework and multi million pound
schemes.
With absolute confidence, the company can offer a wide range of solutions to our clients.
This is capably achieved as the vast majority of works are carried out with our own highly
trained and experienced workforce who are supported by our extensive modern plant fleet.
In August 2013, Lewis Civil Engineering was acquired by Renew Holdings plc which is the
current parent company. Lewis is now a wholly owned subsidiary and is one of ten
companies owned by Renew Holdings plc. Each company within the group operates as a
stand alone unit.
We enjoy working closely with our clients and their representatives to achieve cost effective
and innovative solutions to a wide range of challenging engineering problems. The following
Case Studies will demonstrate the variety of Spillway Projects we have completed over
recent years. We have successfully delivered Castell Nos, Rhymney Bridge and are
currently completing Usk Spillway project.
Our expertise, in association with continuous training, has enabled the company to enjoy an

unrivalled health and safety record
With a proven track record of delivery within time allocation & financial budget our
experienced team is established for future Spillway Schemes throughout Wales
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EXPERIENCE & CAPABILITY
Castel Nos Spillway
Contract Sum
: £650,000
Contract Programme : 24 Weeks
The initial scope of works primarily comprised of the following key elements:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enabling works to gain sufficient access/egress to working locations
0.150mm – 0.300mm thick RC floor slabs
Complete refurbishment of existing LHS & RHS spillway walls, 2.750m in height
Construction of associated spillway perforated land drainage
Construction of new washout chamber & ancillary items
Installation of siphon pipework (culvert) & modifications to the existing kiosk
Twin raw water trunk main replacement (above to below ground) & associated
connections
Installation of GRP hand railing
General improvements of access/egress around the existing reservoir/spillway

Specific challenges to scheme:
The initial scope of works was both challenging and complex for this high risk/high profile
unique project. The reservoir/spillway and existing water treatment works were fully
operating at all times, meaning the planning, sequencing and segregation of our
construction works whilst maintaining sufficient traffic management and access for
operational/reservoir team activities were paramount to the success of the scheme.
Several aspects of the contract challenges faced were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delivery of general materials
Placing of reinforcement, structural concrete & associated formwork
Gaining access to working locations (access/egress to the spillway could only be
obtained from the LHS spillway wall)
Maintaining sufficient capacity within the reservoir, enabling for works to proceed, yet
still sustaining the “DCWW operational processing works”
Working on a 33 degree incline in places & adverse weather conditions
Maintaining existing expansion joints (95 individual pours)

EXPERIENCE & CAPABILITY
Castel Nos Spillway
LCE were appointed as the Principal Contractor to work in conjunction with the
Capital/Reservoir team, to deliver the project at pre construction stage. This early
contractor involvement contributed to the success of the project where we were able to
collaboratively work with the following key team members: Mr Richard Tyrell & Mr Barry
Cotter (reservoir team), Mr David Prisk (Arup Designers), Mr John Ackers (Panel
Engineer) and the client to develop the target cost, risk register, approval & general
construction/upgrade sequencing for the existing spillway.
This early contractor involvement was beneficial in the planning of the works, challenging
designs, assessing construction solutions, sequence of operations and understanding key
aspects associated with the existing reservoir/spillway construction.
During the construction phase, LCE provided directly employed skilled workforce,
materials and associated plant including the management and supervision of all
operations to meet both the Health & Safety standards and Environmental and Quality
Standards required by our ISO 9001:2000, 14001:2004 and 18001 accreditation and
deliver a complex project on time, and within budget.
The core of the Lewis site team appointed to deliver this scheme had a wealth of
experience on water related/RC projects, this eliminated the learning curve element and
other issues associated when starting a project of this magnitude. The philosophy/attitude
of “one team, one dream” could also be maintained and was the main driving force,
making the project a success. Additionally, with the majority of senior site staff coming
from both a trade and academic background, this benefited the scheme by demonstrating
a strong aspect of technical skills, capabilities and leadership qualities on all levels.
In order to deliver the project on programme, effective planning and scheduling were
required, as well as a proactive approach of the associated works and key milestone
activities to maintain the critical path.
During the scheme adverse weather conditions had caused delay to concrete pouring
activities which inevitably caused the programme to slip, but with our aforementioned
proactive approach, we were able to increase resources and work weekends to accelerate
and realign with the construction programme.

EXPERIENCE & CAPABILITY
Castel Nos Spillway
Innovative practices:
Within the duration of the scheme numerous value engineering proposals/innovations
were approved, resourced and then implemented, resulting in significant savings towards
the contract. These included:
• Selection of a formwork system that would maximise our outputs and maintain the
desired pour sequence specified by the designer.
• Demonstrate an alternative method for the construction of kiosk roof: pre-cast off site in
lieu of in-situ & appropriate falsework.
• Propose and implement, once specification was approved by the designer, an
alternative pipe material for the “raw” water mains connections.
• Propose alternative access/egress points. Therefore, no requirement for a “bailey”
bridge.
• Periodically accelerate the construction programme to meet overall requirements.
Utilising our alternative methods, technical skills, awareness and knowledge of the
industry, the above items contributed towards the success of a very difficult scheme within
budget & programme.
During the project a number of key personnel from DCWW visited the site including Chris
Jones (CEO DCWW), Peter Perry and Nikki Kemmery (both DCWW). Chris Jones
commented “ it looked a well run site and a well managed scheme to me – and an
absolutely crucial job to get right…..we are returning at last to asset issues that have been
around for such a long time”. Nikki Kemmery also commented “ it was great to see the
planning that has gone into this scheme and how health & safety has been considered
throughout the process. The site is quite restricted due to the geography and it was also
clear to see how much of an impact the changing weather conditions had on the site”.
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EXPERIENCE & CAPABILITY
Rhymney Bridge Spillway
Contract Sum
: £1,200,000
Contract Programme : 34 Weeks
A high profile project, the existing spillway structure at Rhymney Bridge was highlighted
for major improvements as it had fallen into a bad state of repair. The scheme itself
imposed numerous challenges throughout the project, due to its geographical location, a
fast filling reservoir, SSSI & placing of RC on a steep incline.
The scope of works was for a complete renovation of existing spillway, overseen by Mr.
Andy Hughes (Reservoir Panel - Construction Engineer) and included the following
elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

300mm thick RC floor
300/450mm thick 2.800m high RC walls
Installation of associated storm drainage
Construction of new “V Notch” chamber
Installation/diversion of “twin” scour pipes
450mm tunnel main replacement & associated connections
Installation of GRP hand railing
Desilting of existing “forebay” & installation of high level “trash screen”
60 individual concrete pours
Placement of 610m3 of C40/50 concrete & 300m3 of “no fines” concrete
Fixing of 90t of associated reinforcement
20 No pump visits ranging from 21-63m boom

The scheme was completion in the allocated time period & budget, with an average of 19
No of men on site per day of an appropriate trade/supervisory background.
During the project a number of key personnel from DCC/Skanska visited site &
commented that the scheme was of a very complex nature and due to
forward planning & co-ordination was a very well organised site.
During the construction phase of the scheme an employee won the
Skanska “IFE” award for the alliance and also the team of the month
award for February 2017.
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EXPERIENCE & CAPABILITY
Usk Spillway
Contract Sum
: £2,700,000
Contract Programme : 60 Weeks
The initial scope of works primarily comprised of the following key elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trail holes and ground investigation to clarify “temporary works” proposals
Enabling Works: Imported 5000t of aggregate to create access roads, laydown areas
& appropriate “crane plateau’s
Comprehensive grouting programme involving contact, consolidation and gravity
grouting elements
Fixing of 270t of 16mm diameter reinforcement
Placing of circa 1300m3 of C40/50 structural concrete
0.300mm thick RC floor slabs, 15 No
Complete refurbishment of existing LHS & RHS spillway walls, ranging from 2.0m to
4.5m in height 28 No
Construction of associated spillway back of wall perforated land drainage, with a
concrete canvas detail & associated MH’s
Construction of new “V” Notch chambers
Raising of existing “wave” wall & re-building of the rotated wave wall section
Demolish & reconstruct existing “wing” wall
Demolition of existing vehicle/pedestrian bridge and reconstruct

Having successfully delivered two previous spillway schemes on time and within the
financial budget, it was crucial for success to maintain the same management structure to
deliver this high profile project to both our client “Skanska” & the ultimate client “DCC”. By
doing so the “learning curve” element had been eliminated from day one and as you can
appreciated even the smallest aspect of an activity going wrong has a substantial
detrimental effect on the integrity of a spillway structure. Additionally, with this particular
scheme being the second project delivered via Lewis Civil Engineering & Skanska, this
brought to the scheme a wealth of knowledge & understanding of “spillways” that was
learnt on the previous scheme therefore, generating a more effectiveness approach and
fully understanding the risks associated when constructing/working on a
“spillway”. By working collaboratively with our alliance partner/reservoir
Team/ Alan Warren (Panel Engineer) and embracing a team philosophy
the scheme SHALL be again delivered within the allocated time scale
and target cost, benefiting all parties for future spillway contracts.
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CONCLUSION
Working on Spillway schemes are challenging and each one poses different risks and
constraints that need to be overcome. Due to the complexity of Spillway schemes, it
is of paramount importance that the right structured team is established and engaged
at an early stage.
The success of the schemes rely on the co-ordination of activities and full

understanding of the planned works that could have a serious detrimental effect on
the existing structure. By engaging a whole site team at the concept of the project,
along with continual communication and co-ordination by all relevant parties, results
in the projects becoming successful contracts.
Having undertaken circa £60m of works, mainly under the NEC form of contract,
Lewis Civil Engineering are ideally placed to deliver these schemes collaboratively
with the Alliance Partner & Client’s team. The aspect of “learning” spillway
construction and operations are reduced significantly simple because Lewis Civil
Engineering have the previous knowledge, experience and understanding following
the refurbishments of three spillway schemes.
With an expertise you can trust, our high staff retention rate and formal training
programme ensures that we are able to provide and maintain an experienced highly
trained workforce and site management team to deliver these projects.

